Assessment of dentifrice adulteration with diethylene glycol by means of ATR-FTIR spectroscopy and chemometrics.
A direct and fast method for determination of the adulterant diethylene glycol (DEG) in toothpaste and gel dentifrices combining attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy with partial least squares (PLS) regression has been proposed. Considering the high heterogeneity of dentifrices available in the market, the possibility of reducing the number of calibration samples for PLS was evaluated. Similar prediction performance was achieved by both employing a large calibration set of 20 dentifrices spiked with different amounts of DEG and a reduced calibration set of seven ones selected by means of hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA). The feasibility of using the simple calibration model to predict DEG adulteration in a wide variety of unknown dentifrice samples increases the applicability of the proposed method. With this approach, DEG was quantified with a root mean squared error of prediction value of 1.1% for a validation set of 40 different dentifrices containing DEG in the range 0-16% (w:w).